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1 Introduction

In this chapter, we would like to make a case for corpus-based analyses of individual differences and variation in Second Language Acquisition (SLA), and specifically advocate for one corpus-based method, MuPDAR(F) (explained in detail below). After a compact overview of how individual differences and variation are defined in (non-corpus-linguistic) SLA in the rest of Section 1, we turn to corpus-based approaches to investigating learner language, presenting an argument in favor of MuPDAR(F)-type approaches to explore individual variation in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the results of a MuPDAR(F) analysis of the genitive variation in learner and native speaker data. In Section 4, we discuss the implications and desiderata for future corpus-based analyses of learner language as well as future corpus compilation projects.

1.1 Individual Differences and Variation in SLA Research

One of the first – and few to date – comprehensive discussions of individual differences in SLA research is offered by Dörnyei (2005) (see also Skehan 1986). He makes a case for including personality, aptitude, and motivation as key properties that differentiate individual learners, and he points to other research in SLA that also includes learning styles and learning strategies. Ultimately, “the concept of ‘individual differences’ is rather loose, containing certain core variables and many optional ones” (Dörnyei 2005, 7).

* Figures 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 in this chapter are available in color in the supplementary online materials of the volume. You can find them at https://www.cambridge.org/gb/academic/subjects/languages-linguistics/applied-linguistics-and-second-language-acquisition/learner-corpus-research-meets-second-language-acquisition?format=PB.
A closer survey of SLA research confirms Dörnyei’s position regarding the wide scope of how individual differences are defined. This aligns well with two by now established observations in SLA research that are shaping theory and methodology alike:

(i) SLA must be understood as an inherently complex process in which a multitude of factors, often in interaction with each other, drive and mold the acquisition process and determine ultimate attainment (VanPatten & Williams 2015).

(ii) Several of these factors are complex concepts themselves. For example, we can break down the concept of motivation minimally into intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, and many more complex definitions have been suggested (see Woodrow 2016 for a recent overview); similarly, the Modern Language Aptitude test defines aptitude as a combination of grammatical sensitivity, phonological decoding ability, memory capacity, and inductive learning ability (Carroll & Sapon 1959) and again, other definitions abound (see Singleton 2017).

Individual differences combine with other (both language-internal and language-external) factors such as the quality and quantity of the input received, the differences in form–function mappings between the first and the second language, the setting in which the learning takes place (for example either in an immersive or instructional context), or the specifics of the task at hand (timed vs. self-paced tasks, graded vs. non-graded assignments, etc.).

The interplay of individual differences with all these other factors inevitably gives rise to considerable variation in learner performance across comprehension, processing, and production. In fact, given this multilayered complexity of SLA both in terms of “what goes in” as well as “what goes out,” rather than being an alternative hypothesis to be justified, the existence of individual variation must be considered the null hypothesis. In fact, since a majority of the cognitive and even language-external factors not only characterize each L2 learner in different ways but native speakers just the same, there is a growing consensus that native speakers do not present a monolithic group. Instead, native speakers display significant amounts of individual variation as well, blurring, at times, the boundaries between native speakers and learners (and consequently rendering native speakers a questionable target norm, at least with regard to performance measures; see Hopp 2010; Street 2017).

A review of the empirical literature of the past decade or so indicates that both individual differences and individual variation are receiving increasing attention. Cognitive predispositions such as executive function and working memory (Wen et al. 2015), declarative vs. procedural...
memory (e.g., Hamrick 2015; Morgan-Short et al. 2014), aptitude (e.g., Granena 2013, 2016), and even resting qEEG (Prat et al. 2016) are among the most extensively studied individual differences. A good number of studies examine differences in personality types, learning styles, and learning strategies (e.g., Grey et al. 2015). A second large strand of research considers individual variation that emerges from the external circumstances and environment of the learners, such as the amount of input they receive (e.g., Unsworth 2016), the quality of the input (e.g., Rothman & Guijarro-Fuentes 2010), and the specific learning context (e.g., Collentine & Freed 2004; Grey et al. 2015). Additionally, and in accord with the line of reasoning outlined above, a growing number of studies also considers the relative impact of internal and external factors in combination (e.g., Chondrogianni & Marinis 2011; Courtney et al. 2017; Li 2013; Sun et al. 2016).

Corpus-based research, however, to date constitutes only a small portion of all studies in this area (see Möller 2017 for a recent exception). There might be several (inter-related) reasons for this. Firstly, corpus data are of limited use in the investigation of comprehension and processing-related individual variation, and much better suited to investigate individual variation in production. Secondly, the majority of learner corpora available to date do not include a wide array of metadata for the learners who contributed to the corpus. Speaker information usually includes information about the speakers’ L1, age, and gender, as well as some information about their globally measured L2 proficiency; cognitive measures such as measures of executive control, working memory capacity, etc. are harder to come by. A third reason for the rare application of corpus data might be a commonplace misconception among non-corpus linguists that corpora only contain massive pools of data collapsed over anonymized speakers, with no option to tie data points to the individual speaker who produced them.

While we acknowledge that most corpora would benefit from adding more comprehensive batteries of metadata about the speakers captured in the corpus to allow meaningful discussion of individual differences, we would like to argue here that at least with regard to individual variation in production, corpus-linguistic methods offer a variety of advantages. For one, most corpora are designed such that data points can be traced back to individual speakers and whatever information is available about them. Furthermore, corpus linguistics is particularly well-equipped to deal with multifactorial phenomena. While corpus data are admittedly noisier/messier than experimental data, their ecological validity is higher and proper statistical control can help deal with the noise in instructive ways. In the following, we outline a corpus-linguistic approach that we believe to be particularly well-suited for the analysis of L2 production data and make some
suggestions for how it can be employed to examine individual variation, specifically (see Gries 2018 for more detailed discussion than can be provided here).

1.2 The MuPDAR(F) Approach

One of the most recent methodological additions to both learner corpus research and indigenized-variety research is an approach called MuPDAR(F) (for multifactorial prediction and deviation analysis using regression/random forests) (Gries & Adelman 2014; Gries & Deshors 2014). This method is conceptually based on missing-data imputation: for every linguistic choice of a learner (or speaker of the target variety), one imputes what the native speaker (or speaker of the historical source variety) would have chosen given identical contextual conditions. While in the case study to be discussed below, we opted to compare the learners’ choices with native speaker data, it is important to point out that MuPDAR does not require the reference data to be from native speakers – it is entirely up to the researcher to decide what a meaningful group for comparison should be.

MuPDAR(F) involves the following three steps:

- fitting a regression/random forest \( R(F)_1 \) that predicts the choices that speakers of the source/reference level (typically, native speakers of the reference variety) make with regard to the phenomenon in question;
- applying the results of \( R(F)_1 \) to the other/target speakers in the data (typically, learners or speakers of institutionalized second-language varieties) to predict for each of their data points what the native speaker of the source/reference variety would have done in their place;
- fitting a regression/random forest \( R(F)_2 \) that explores how the other speakers’ choices differ from those of the speakers of the source/reference variety: predictors that are significant in this regression are ones that help understand where the target variety speakers make choices that are not those of the source/reference variety.

This approach can be useful because it focuses primarily on probabilistic differences that result in different speaker choices. In other words, it identifies not whether a learner is predicted to choose a modal verb with a probability of 25 percent while the native speaker is predicted to choose that modal verb with a probability of 20 percent – rather, it focuses on cases where the individual discrete choices of each target speaker represented in the data differ from what we can predict a reference speaker will do.
In this chapter, we apply the MuPDAR approach to the genitive alternation – of vs. s-genitives – in data from British English native speakers and Chinese and German second language learners of English. Section 2 explains our data, their annotation, and their statistical analysis. Section 3 discusses the results of our analysis; heeding the point made above that individual differences can manifest at different levels of granularity, we separately present (i) results that apply to all speakers, (ii) results that distinguish between speakers from different L1 backgrounds, and (iii) results that distinguish individual speakers. Section 4 concludes with some implications of these results for both future analysis of this kind of data and learner corpus compilation.

2 Methods

As mentioned above, this chapter is concerned with native speaker and learners’ use of the genitive alternation as exemplified in (1).

(1) a. the squirrel’s nuts  s-genitive: possessor’s possessed
    b. the nuts of the squirrel  of-genitive: possessed of possessor

In this section, we discuss the data and their annotation for (in)dependent variables (Section 2.1) followed by a precise description of the statistical methods we used (Section 2.2).

2.1 Data

We retrieved examples of of- and s-genitives from three different corpora. For the learners, we retrieved all of- and s-genitives from the Chinese and the German sections of the International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE), version 2 (see Granger et al. 2009 for details on the content of the corpus). Given the large overall number of matches, we decided to randomly sample 1,000 attestations of each variant from the full concordances; manual checking of these 2,000 hits led to 10 (involving plurals) being discarded from the Chinese data.

For the native speakers, we randomly sampled of- and s-genitives from all files of the British component of the International Corpus of English (ICE-GB), which resulted in examples being taken from 303 of the 500 files, which arguably constitutes a good representation of the target variety of the learners; from those, four examples had to be discarded. The overall distribution of the data is represented in Table 37.

The matches were then manually annotated for a large number of variables; many of these have been argued to play a role in previous work (Gries & Wulff 2013), and some others we added because they
turned out to be significant predictors in our own pilot studies. The following is the list of predictors that we included in our analysis:

- **Genitive**: of vs. s;
- number of possessor (PossorNumber) and possessed (PossedNumber): singular vs. regular plural (with s) vs. irregular plural (e.g., children or women);
- animacy of possessor (PossorAnim) and possessed (PossedAnim): inanimate vs. animate (but not human) vs. human;
- syntactic modification of possessor (PossorBranch) and possessed (PossedBranch): none vs. pre-modified (e.g., the natural environment) vs. post-modified (e.g., their right of choice of smoking), where the underlined of is the genitive analyzed and right is post-modified by of choice vs. pre- and post-modified (e.g., the richest source of protein of all veggies);
- complexity of possessor (PossorCompl) and possessed (PossedCompl): simple (e.g., non-modified nouns) vs. intermediate (nouns with adjectival or PP modification) vs. complex (nouns with clausal modification);
- difference in length between possessor and possessed (LengthDiff): the difference between the number of characters of possessor minus possessed;
- avoidance of adjacent identical surface forms (HorrorAequi): all genitives were annotated with regard to whether they contained additional genitives: none (e.g., the parts of the Saudi desert) vs. of (e.g., the part of the map of Kent) vs. s (my neighbour’s dung heap’s odours);
- rhythmic alternation (RhythAltDiff): every phrase with a genitive and its other-genitive counterpart was coded for its sequence of stressed and unstressed syllables (people’s personalities = suuusuu; and personalities of people = uusuusu). From these, we computed a value whose absolute size increases with the number of stress clashes (sequences of stressed syllables) and stress lapses (sequences of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>of-genitive</th>
<th>s-genitive</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1 Chinese</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 German</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 English</td>
<td>892</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,581</strong></td>
<td><strong>405</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,986</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
unstressed syllables) and where positive and negative values indicate the criterion of rhythmic alternation would ‘recommend’ an of- and an s-genitive respectively; in addition, the higher the absolute value, the stronger that preference (see Wulff & Gries 2015 for details on how that value is calculated);

- segment alternation (SegAltDiff): every phrase with a genitive and its other-genitive counterpart was coded for its two transitions from the end of one noun phrase (NP) to the genitive marker and the genitive marker to the beginning of the next NP such that a transition from consonant (C) to vowel (V) or from V to C was scored as 0, a C<sub>1</sub>C<sub>2</sub> transition (where C<sub>1</sub> ≠ C<sub>2</sub>) was scored as 1, and a C<sub>1</sub>C<sub>1</sub> transition was scored as 2 (Isobel’s grief = 1+1 and grief of Isobel = 0+0, i.e., the difference is 2). We then changed the sign of these differences such that positive and negative values indicate the criterion of ideal syllable structure would ‘recommend’ an of- and an s-genitive respectively, and the higher the absolute value of the difference, the stronger that preference;

- first language (L₁): the L₁ of the speakers: English vs. Chinese vs. German.

These data were then used for the three-step MuPDAR approach.

### 2.2 Statistical Evaluation

In order to prepare the above data for a MuPDAR analysis, we did some initial data exploration. This included tabulating and plotting the data to determine whether variables needed to be transformed or variable levels needed to be conflated to avoid data sparsity, etc. As a result of this exploration,

- the variables PossorAnim and PossedAnim were recoded to only two levels: animate (conflating animate and human) and inanimate;
- the variables PossorBranch and PossedBranch were recoded to only three levels: none, pre-modified and post-modified (with or without additional pre-modification).

In addition, the numeric predictors LengthDiff, RhythAltDiff, and SegAltDiff were not just included as coded above but as orthogonal polynomials to the second degree, in order to allow for curvature in their effect on genitive choices (in the first model) or native-like choices (in the second model).

For the first step of the MuPDAR protocol, we decided against a mixed-effects regression model and chose a random forest (as in
Deshors & Gries 2016). Random forests are well-known for being very good at detecting predictive structure in a data set while at the same time avoiding overfitting. This is crucial to MuPDAR(F), because the second step involves imputing the choices that native speakers would have made. Thus, in this first step, the predictors were all the above; the response variable was GENITIVE; and we fitted 3,500 trees where, at each step, four variables were eligible to be used for the next split (this is the default setting for classification trees in randomForest::randomForest; see Liaw & Wiener 2015).

We then explored whether the random forest yielded a better-than-chance prediction accuracy for the native speaker training data—if that was not the case, the imputation that MuPDAR(F) requires would not be feasible. (As will be shown below, we obtained an excellent prediction accuracy.) We then applied the random forest to the learner data to get native speaker predictions for each learner choice, and then compared whether the learner had made the native-like choice or not, which was captured in a variable NATIVELIKE (no vs. yes). In addition, we computed a variable called DEVIATION, which represents how much the learner choice differs from the imputed native speaker choice: values of 0 indicate the learner made a native-like choice (i.e., NATIVELIKE is yes), values between 0 and −0.5 and between 0 and +0.5 indicate the learner used an of-genitive and an s-genitive respectively when the native speaker would have used the respective other variant, with higher absolute values representing higher degrees of “nonnative-likeness.”

In a final step, we conducted a model selection process using generalized linear mixed-effects modeling to determine what predicts whether learners make native-like choices or not. The response variable was NATIVELIKE and the predictors were all of the above variables (now applied to the learner data) as well as, of course, L1. To identify the best model, we employed the following stepwise model-checking procedure. Our first model involved no predictors at all but just an overall intercept, which was allowed to vary for each speaker/corpus file. Then, we performed a bidirectional model selection process such that we checked at every step (i) what would improve the model best, the deletion or addition of which main effect or pairwise interaction (using AIC provided in the R output as the model selection criterion), (ii) whether said deletion or addition would raise overall multicollinearity VIF-values above 10, and (iii) whether said deletion or addition would introduce overdispersion problems. We discuss the results in the following section.
3 Results

3.1 Results of RF1 and Its Application to the Learner Data

The result of the random forests analysis to the native speaker yielded extraordinarily high prediction accuracies. The out-of-bag prediction accuracy reached 98.1 percent and a corresponding C-value of 0.99. Given these results, we applied the random forest model to the learner data, which resulted in an expectedly lower, but still very good prediction accuracy (88 percent) and a good C-value of 0.82 (which exceeds the usual threshold value of 0.8). Also, examining the variable importance measures we obtained, we found those variables that previous studies have shown to be most important also turned out to be important in our analysis, including, among others, PossorAnim, PossorNumber, or LengthDiff. From those predictions, we then added the two columns of Nativelike and Deviation to the learner data for subsequent analysis with $R^2$ and visualization.

3.2 Results of $R^2$

The model selection process as described above yielded a highly significant final model (LR-statistic = 221.36, df = 21, $p \approx 0$) with high $R^2$-values (in particular compared to some previous MuPDAR analyses): $R^2_m = 0.721$, $R^2_c = 0.75$. This final model achieved a classification accuracy of 90 percent, which, according to exact binomial tests, is significantly better than the baselines of the more frequent level of the Nativelike variable and proportional random sampling of the levels of Nativelike; the C-value for this model is 0.892. In the following sections, we discuss some of the results of $R_2$: for reasons of space, we only present a selection of instructive results in Sections 3.2.1 (results pertaining to all learners) and 3.2.2 (results distinguishing between learners of different L1s), before we turn to results pertaining to individual variation in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Results at the Level of All Speakers

The first result is a main effect, namely that of LengthDiff, which is represented in Figure 14 (with two panels). In (nearly all of) the following graphs, the x-axis represents one predictor (i.e., here LengthDiff) while the y-axis represents the predicted probability of learners making the native-like choice; the left panel covers the complete range of LengthDiff values, whereas the right panel shows the same effect but zooms in to the central 90 percent of the
values. The black points connected by a line are the regression line representing the model’s predictions (with a grey-shaded 95 percent confidence band), and the jittered points around \( y = 0 \) and \( y = 1 \) represent the non-native-like and native-like choices, respectively (at \( x \)-coordinates representing the observed length differences); these are also represented by the rugs at the bottom and the top \( x \)-axis. The horizontal dashed line marks the predicted probability of 50 percent (i.e., the one where the prediction would flip), and the vertical dashed line marks the median LengthDiff value.

The result is relatively straightforward: while the native-like choices very strongly outnumber the non-native-like ones (see the large number of jittered grey points around \( y = 1 \) compared to the much smaller number around \( y = 0 \)), the learners are least native-like when the length differences between possessor and possessed are small, i.e., when LengthDiff makes no strong ‘recommendation’ for a constructional choice that is compatible with short-before-long. This is evident from two observations: (i) the noticeable dip of the regression line (in particular in the left panel) around \( \text{LengthDiff} = x = 0 \) and (ii) the fact that the grey dots around \( y = 0 \) representing non-native-like choices are not attested at all with larger absolute length differences, i.e., they do not exhibit the same wide spread as the grey dots around \( y = 1 \) do.

Figure 15 represents the interaction of PossedNumber and PossorAnim. The former variable is represented on the \( x \)-axis, the latter with different colors (as per the legend). The points’ sizes are proportional to the frequencies with which the relevant combinations

Figure 14 The effect of LengthDiff (\( p < 0.001 \))
are attested in the data; in this case that means that inanimate singular possessors were the most frequent of the four combinations, whereas animate plural possessors were the least frequent. The error bars around the points are 95 percent confidence intervals, and the vertical dashed line represents the relative frequency of the variable levels on the x-axis, indicating here that there are many more singular than plural possesseds in our data.

The plot shows that when the possessor is inanimate (light grey points/line), then the learners make very native-like choices regardless of PossedNumber, which, upon checking the native speaker data, turn out to be predominantly of-genitives. However, when the possessor is animate, then the learner choices become much less native-like, especially with plural possesseds.

While space does not permit revisiting individual examples to see where this effect arises, the effect perfectly highlights the shortcomings of a simpler over-/underuse approach: if one computes the percentages of of- and s-genitives for animate possessors and plural possesseds for the native speakers and learners, we yield Table 38.

As Table 38 shows, the overall relative frequencies of genitives for animate possessors and plural possesseds are virtually identical. In a traditional over-/underuse account, we would conclude that, with animate possessors and plural possesseds, learners behave native-like –
after all, the percentages of the genitives are nearly exactly the same. However, the more fine-grained resolution of multifactorial regression approaches in general and MuPDAR(F) in particular shows this to be false: with animate possessors and plural possessed, learners often make non-native-choices (as shown in Figure 15) by erroneously overusing *s*-genitives (which became obvious when we inspected the original data). (1)–(3) are a few examples from the data.

(1) … the smokers simply have no right to endanger others’ lives [Chinese learner]

(2) Employees’ savings are maximized by private mpf service providers … [Chinese learner]

(3) Teachers must set a good example and show their pupils that it is essential to see a person’s good qualities. [German learner]

The next effect – SegAltDiff $\times$ PossorNumber – is shown in Figure 16: SegAltDiff is on the $x$-axis, PossorNumber is symbolized by the two colors, which are used for predicted points, lines, confidence bands, and dots; again the left panel shows the whole range of SegAltDiff values while the right one shows the medial 90 percent.

With singular possessors, learners make more native-like choices, and they do so regardless of SegAltDiff. However, with plural possessors, where plural *s* often leads to an avoidance of *s*-genitives by native speakers, the learners perform more native-like by also avoiding the *s*-genitive. To fully understand this effect, it is important to focus on the right panel specifically, the one that covers the central 90 percent of the data, to see how (i) the black line is nearly consistently above the grey one and (ii) there are extremely few black points around $y = 0$, indicating that while the polynomial effect of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PossedNumber: plural, PossorAnim: animate</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>of-genitive (%)</td>
<td>s-genitive (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>native speakers</td>
<td>29 (65.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learners</td>
<td>57 (66.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>86 (66.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SegAltDiff in the regression curves down a bit in both panels on the left side, there are actually hardly any data points for such low SegAltDiff values. A comparison with the native speaker data accordingly confirms what the bottom parts of Figure 16 already imply: the learners make most non-native-like choices when the possessor is singular and SegAltDiff makes no strong recommendation; (4)–(6) are a few examples from the data.

(4) The opening hour of the internet cyber café is 24 hours. [Chinese learner]

(5) . . . the consideration of the actual need of our society should be in a prior position. [Chinese learner]

(6) . . . use one car so that you use the full capacity of the car. [German learner]

In the next section, we turn to effects that distinguish between the learner groups.

3.2.2 RESULTS AT THE LEVEL OF SPEAKERS OF A CERTAIN L1

The first result pointing to differences between the Chinese and the German learners is L1 × PossorComplexity as represented in Figure 17. When the possessor involves at least some degree of complexity, both learner groups make more native-like choices. However, when the possessor is simple, the Chinese learners become much less native-like than (i) they are when it is complex or (ii) the Germans. In

**Figure 16** The effect of SegAltDiff × PossorNumber (p < 0.123)
other words, PossorComplexity affects the Chinese learners more, and an exploration of the data reveals that with simple possessors, they underuse the s-genitive. (7) and (8) are examples from the Chinese learner data.

(7) . . . the recycling industry is mainly driven by the awareness and the choice of consumers. [Chinese learner]

(8) They claim that public construction increases the expensing of the government [Chinese learner]

Finally, let us consider Figure 18, which reveals that the German learners’ performance is not affected by whether the possessed is singular or plural, but the Chinese learners’ performance is: with singular possesseds, they are less native-like than with plural ones because, as drilling down into the data shows, they underuse s-genitives. Let us now zoom in even more and begin to address the issue of individual variation.

3.2.3 RESULTS AT THE LEVEL OF INDIVIDUAL SPEAKERS

How does the MuPDAR(F) approach inform individual variation? There are again multiple levels of resolution that are available. The
The present approach is not unlike error annotation: consider applying the results from the random forest to the learner data an annotator who checks for each learner choice whether it is native-like or not, and so we can determine the error rates for each learner. Those can be plotted for a bird’s eye view of the data and then be used to go back to each relevant learner’s data for post hoc exploration. Figure 19 is such a plot with genitive frequency on the x-axis and percentage of non-native-like uses on the y-axis; the circles and plusses are Chinese and German learners, respectively, and the grey and black dashed lines represent means for both axes. That means the learners at the top of the plot struggle with genitives most and might merit further exploration.

A more fine-grained resolution would be to also take the severity of the non-nativeness and its directionality into consideration, which we captured in the variable Deviation. Such a plot makes it possible to see which learner errs in which direction and how much, as in Figure 20. All speakers below \( y = 0 \) have more problems with overusing of, all speakers above \( y = 0 \) have more problems with overusing s.

Any of these types of results obtained for speakers could also be correlated with other information we have on the speakers, such as the kinds of individual differences discussed a lot in SLA research and surveyed above in Section 1.1. This can be done in various ways, but the two most obvious would be the following:
Figure 19 Percentages of non-native-like uses against genitive frequencies

Figure 20 Deviation-values against genitive frequencies
speaker-specific information such as working memory, executive function, age of arrival, etc. can become a priori predictors in either a traditional multifactorial regression or a MuPDAR kind of analysis to see, for instance, how they correlate with learners making more or less native-like choices;

- such information can be explored a posteriori by correlating it after the fact with regression or MuPDAR results – if interesting correlations emerge, those can be interpreted tentatively and entered into subsequent statistical analyses of new data sets.

Finally, it is possible to drill down even deeper and check individual decisions of individual speakers. Figure 21 shows the individual deviation-values for 10 speakers of their genitive choices (with dots) and their means (with ×). We can immediately see that some learners’ values show they have problems with non-native of-genitives whereas for others, it is non-native s-genitives that are problematic.

We could now examine those individual instances more deeply. In an attempt to at least very briefly demonstrate the degree to which the present approach can inform research on individual variation we did a cursory inspection of the three German and the three Chinese learners.
with the highest error rates (as determined from the results visualized in Figure 21), which turned out to be revealing because most of the non-native-like uses of the Chinese learners involved one and the same possessor – the proper name Hong Kong – whereas there was no obvious pattern discernible in the German learner data; we will return to this finding and what we believe it implies below.

4 Discussion and Concluding Remarks

The above analysis has some important implications for the analysis of learner corpus data and design. In particular, our data show two things. First, there is quite some degree of individual variation in learner corpus data. That is less trivial than it sounds because even a cursory survey of learner corpus studies will reveal that most studies of the types discussed in Section 1.2 do not include individual variation systematically. In our data, the fact that we used a mixed-effects regression model in R^2 of MuPDAR(F) makes quite a difference when it comes to accounting for what the learners are choosing, which becomes very obvious if one compares that regression’s results to one that does not involve random effects: not only is the classification accuracy of the final fixed-effects regression model not significantly better than the baseline of always guessing the more frequent outcome, we also find that the interrater agreement between the mixed-effects and the fixed-effects regression model is somewhat strong, but not as high as one would wish for (κ = 0.78). Obviously, a lot of information is lost when the individual learners’ differences are not included.

That being said, other ways of including both individual and group variation should also become (more) standardly used in learner corpus research. For instance, for corpora for which proficiency information (or any other text/speaker-specific information) is easily available, then, if proficiency is expected to make a difference for the phenomenon in question, it could be added as a predictor in R(F)^2 just like any other coded characteristic of the data. If proficiency information is not easily available or only considered post hoc, then it can be explored in heuristic ways based on text characteristics such as lexical diversity, average dispersion values of words, etc. For instance, as we discussed in the previous section, the Chinese speakers with the highest rates of non-native-like choices made many of those with one and the same lexical item, Hong Kong. A more general analysis of the learners’ essays shows that the Chinese essays are characterized by a much higher degree of lexical repetitiveness (as measured by Yule’s K):
we computed a Yule’s K-value for each essay and computed their averages for each L1 group: Chinese average = 134.4 vs. German average = 111.4, which is a highly significant difference \( t = -9.005, df = 1229, p < 0.001 \);

we conflated all Chinese and all German essays into one big file each and computed Yule’s K-values for both, which supported the above impression: Yule’s K for Chinese = 123.9 and Yule’s K for German = 80.9.

Actually, in our data there is no correlation between the lexical repetitiveness values of all essays and their corresponding percentages of native-like genitives, and we are not implying there should be one – we are pointing out, however, that such kinds of differences between speakers/essays exist and that they can correlate with, or even have a causal effect on, learner performance (as seems to be the case in Wulff & Gries’s (2015) exploration of prenominal adjective order). Thus, it is important to keep such factors controlled – if one does not do that, variability that may stem from different degrees of proficiency of speakers (lexical repetitiveness) may erroneously be considered variability due to different L1s (see Gries 2018 for much discussion).

Several observations that fell out from our analysis have implications for future corpus compilation projects, or initiatives to enhance existing corpora for that matter. For one, as we alluded to in the previous section, a potential addition to the MuPDAR(F) approach would be to either include a priori, or correlate a posteriori, any speaker information that one might deem relevant. The ICLE corpora include several variables that could be of interest (owing to the way we sampled our data, we did not investigate those here), including the speakers’ age and the length of exposure to English at school, university, or in an English-speaking country. Paying heed to the major trends in individual variation research in SLA outlined above, it appears that a majority of researchers would be interested in even more comprehensive profiles of each speaker including results of test batteries tapping into speakers’ aptitude, motivation, and memory capacity, to name but a few (see Möller 2017).

A maybe less obvious, but nonetheless crucial implication for corpus compilation regards the sometimes dramatic effects of differential task demands that will be manifest in the data. It is a long-established fact that different tasks and task conditions impose varying degrees of cognitive burden on L2 speakers and thus dramatically impact learners’ performance across linguistic domains, from lexical diversity to syntactic complexity etc. (see e.g., Robinson 2011 for details on effects of task complexity; Lambert et al. 2017 as an example study...
that examines effects of task repetition; or Ong 2014 for a study investigating effects of planning time and task conditions on metacognitive processes in L2 writing). In ICLE, one can distinguish texts based on at least some task conditions, including whether the text was produced in a timed or non-timed condition, whether or not the learner was allowed to use reference tools, and whether or not the text was part of an examination – while this is not a comprehensive list of task characteristics, it is much more information that most other learner corpora provide.

Next to cognitive impacts of different tasks and task implementations, task topics are known to trigger (more or less conscious) response strategies that can influence the results of a corpus-based analysis considerably, and in various ways – some of which need not be obvious right away (Paquot 2013, 2014). To give one example from this study, we return to the finding in our study that upon examination of the noun phrases involved in non-native-like genitives, *Hong Kong* stood out as a highly favored noun phrase in the Chinese learner writing (while we could not discern any such trend in the German data). A qualitative analysis of the Chinese learner writing shows beyond a doubt that given a prompt that mentions *Hong Kong*, they are prone to referencing that noun phrase repeatedly. This not only (negatively) impacts lexical diversity scores (see Gries & Wulff 2013) and other performance measures such as overall word frequency and dispersion; what is more, since *Hong Kong* is such a culturally engrained concept, the Chinese learners consider it as more ‘given’, which in turn, and in fact suggesting some understanding of the s-genitive being correlated with discourse-givenness in native English, triggers their overuse of that noun phrase with the s-genitive specifically.

What is more, the task topic also triggers deployment of prefabricated language that learners have come to rote-learn as culturally desirable responses to being asked about their capital (we can infer that it must be rote-learned since various learners produce nearly verbatim passages). Shi (2004) found similar results when she investigated how task type affects the degree of lexical borrowing from source readings; among other things, she pointed out that Chinese students are significantly more likely to use material borrowed from source readings than the native English students. While such observations may be interesting from a cultural/anthropological point of view, it is likely undesirable for a linguistically oriented analysis: since the automated production of prefabricated chunks artificially boosts proficiency measures of these learners, the data do not adequately reflect the learners’ genuine ability to assemble utterances on their own. In
In conclusion, the ideal learner corpus would comprise both culturally specific as well as more generic prompts so that researchers may choose to examine the data for cultural key words etc., but not be confined to that type of data when the focus of analysis is not on cultural influences.

In conclusion, we hope that this chapter has illustrated the usefulness of corpus-based analyses of individual variation and provides some guidance on how to approach individual variation phenomena using the MuPDAR approach. While MuPDAR is not suitable for the investigation of all relevant questions in learner corpus research, it is perfectly capable of being used for anything that can statistically be construed as an alternation phenomenon. This means, it can obviously handle any kind of actual alternation phenomenon (choice between two competing allomorphs, syntactic constructions, registers, modes, instructional styles, etc.). However, this also means that the frequency of any kind of lexical or grammatical choice can also be analyzed in a regression-modeling kind of approach that is conceptually extremely similar to a MuPDAR(F) analysis; see Gries (2018) for discussion of over- and underuse frequencies of the word *quite* using generalized linear mixed-effects modeling of the type used in the present chapter and further extensions. We hope that the chapter will stimulate vivid discussion among corpus developers and researchers on how to improve future corpus compilation projects with the goal in mind to make corpus linguistics a true alternative and complement to experimental studies.
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